Re-Envisioning CVCC:
The Governance Variable

ROOTS OF VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL
EDUCATION IN BARRE

• Sputnik > Space War > US investment in math/science/technology
• 1960’s Investment in VT education infrastructure
• 1968-69: Voc Ed as a department at the new Spaulding High School
• 1969-70: opening of Barre Vocational Technical Center ... co-located at
Ayers Street Campus

1970

STATE OF VERMONT POLICY ON CTE

16 V.S.A. §1521 outlines Vermont’s policy on career technical education:
(a) It is the policy of the State of Vermont that all Vermonters should receive educational services that
enable them to master the skills essential for further education and training or for successful entry
into or advancement in the workplace.
(b) It is further the policy of the State of Vermont that Vermont's career technical education system
shall be based on clear standards for student performance and career technical education program
performance and that achievement of these standards shall be measured on a regular and ongoing
basis.

CVCC RE-ENVISIONED
• CTE graduates and the careers they enter are of the highest importance to Central Vermont: the education we
offer must reflect their value to our community.
• Our policy of continuous improvement maximizes our effectiveness as educators: our continued self-assessment
and reflection ensures we are utilizing current best practices.

• Investments in our students will be returned many fold in the economic and social benefits to our businesses,
families and towns.
• Education must remain relevant to industry: a modern facility ensures a seamless transition from school to
work. Professional development keeps pace with technological and methodological state of the art procedures.
• We are committed to guaranteeing a prosperous future for Central Vermont by anticipating and meeting the
educational demands of our evolving community.
• Our dedication to excellence in education demands that we review our structure and organization and work
towards the highest efficiencies possible in delivering career and technical education.

GOVERNANCE

• Central to effective organizations
• Defined as the action, manner, or system of governing
• Refers to the entity that has control and authority of an organization, and the methods by which
authorized people exercise [organizational] controls.
• “public sector governance is concerned with structures and processes for decision making, accountability,
control and behavior at the top of organizations”
• “framework through which high-quality leadership is exercised throughout the educational system”

SCHOOL BOARDS AS STEWARDS

Representational
Roles, responsibilities and authority are informed by laws, state rules and
informed best practices

Busy with regulations, organizational stewardship and management
oversight
Effective school boards are governing boards, not management boards

BOARD ROLES

A representative role which is community-centric. In the case of CVCC, the notion of “community,” by definition,
is its entire service region;

An instrumental role as it deals with statutory and regulatory obligations. Across Vermont, it is increasingly the
norm for boards to serve grades PK-12. The dozen boards which have additional responsibilities for governing
a regional technical center, despite being elected locally by voters of the local PK-12 constituency, have
significant other governing burdens requiring knowledge of unique laws and regulations affecting technical
education and the complexities of career and technical education; and,
A fiduciary role as it oversees the financial health and long-term stability of the district. The long-term financial
stability of a technical center differs from grades PreK-12 system in that CTE centers need to run like
businesses and align with industry at all levels.

CVCC SERVICE REGION

16 communities

6 districts:
• Barre Unified Union SD
• Cabot SD
• Harwood Unified Union SD
• Montpelier-Roxbury SD
• Twinfield Unified SD
• Washington Central Unified Union SD

VERMONT TECHNICAL CENTER GOVERNANCE OPTIONS

• “Regional Career Technical Center School District” (also known as
“regional CTE center school district”). These are districts that singularly
maintain a regional career technical center under a governance structure
approved by electorate of the served region. A minority of Vermont’s
technical centers currently fall under this structure.
• “School District.” These are districts that also maintain a high school. A
majority of Vermont’s technical centers currently fall under this structure

VT TECH CTR GOVERNANCE FORMATS
Regional Tech Center School
Districts

Regional Tech Centers (within a
school district)

Hannaford (Middlebury)

CVCC (Barre)

River Valley (Springfield)

Burlington (Burlington)

Southwest VT (Bennington)

CTE (Essex)

Cold Hollow (Enosburg)
Hartford (Hartford)
Green Mountain (Hyde Park)
North Country (Newport)
NW Tech (St. Albans)
Randolph (Randolph)
River Bend (Bradford)
Stafford (Rutland)
Windham (Brattleboro)

REGIONAL ADVISORY BOARD (RAB)

• The quality of services and programs for secondary and adult students
• The alignment of programs and services to available jobs
• The reasonableness of fees set for rental of facilities and equipment
• The appropriateness of the budget for operation the programs
• The success of the programs in serving all parts of the region, and
• The adequacy of the provision to each student, beginning in grade nine, of
appropriate career counseling and technical education information.

CVCC: CHANGING TO A REGIONAL TECHNICAL
CENTER SCHOOL DISTRICT

At least two of the following groups formally establish a planning committee:

2
of
these
3

• the school board of a school district that operates a regional CTE center
(or all the school boards that operate a comprehensive high school that
have been designated as the regional CTE center); [This would be the
BUUSD board.] or,
• the majority of the school boards of the other school districts in the CTE
center region; [This would require at least three of the other five boards]; or,
• an entity that performs workforce development activities pursuant to 10
V.S.A. § 542 in a CTE center region.

CONSIDERATIONS

CVCC’s service region represents a considerable footprint encompassing
sixteen towns, six high schools and six supervisory unions/districts. CVCC’s
current home is in Barre, which is not centrally situated in the region. This
current siting of CVCC places additional burdens on BUUSD due to its
distance from some parts of the region and its responsibility in serving as a
regional steward

CONSIDERATIONS

CVCC could relocate its operations to another community within its region
while remaining under the auspices of the BUUSD board. Such could comport
with the state’s requirements, but the obvious awkwardness of BUUSD governing
a school outside of its district boundaries would be unique and pose added
governance challenges.

CONSIDERATIONS

Should CVCC relocate its operations to a community beyond BUUSD, there is no
specified legal mechanism to have a [then] more proximate school board assume
governance responsibilities. It should not be assumed this cannot happen, only that no
express State Board Rule anticipates this scenario. (A remote parallel example is the
construct of supervisory union boundary adjustments, which involves the Secretary’s studying
the pros and cons of re-assigning a school district to another supervisory union and
thereafter executed by the State Board.) Noteworthy is that the Secretary has some
limited powers to waive State Board Rules that may be unnecessarily constraining, and
he could be asked to consider specific proposals addressing this potentiality.

CONSIDERATIONS

The insertion of Regional Advisory Boards into school board governance structures is
intentional and (when effective) serve as bridges between the region and the local host
governing boards. It is an additional bureaucratic layer that can give regional voice to a local
board charged with locally making governance choices that affect the region. The alternate
governance structure (regional career technical center school district) offers a more direct link
between the governing board and its regional constituency, without the need for an
intermediary board. Regional career technical center school districts offer the advantage of
direct governance representation.

CONSIDERATIONS

Vermont is now in a “post Act 46 era.” Whether through local decision or state
intervention, consolidations have now occurred. Affected districts continue to
adjust and adapt to their new-to-them district arrangements. During the
execution of Act 46, the overall number of Vermont districts declined. The
prospect of CVCC moving from a school district governance model to a regional
career technical center school district structure would result in adding a district to
the state’s count potentially running counter to the general philosophy of Act 46.
However, the relevant statutes remain in place allowing for an alternative career
center governance structure; hence it’s not considered contrary to the state’s
interests for CVCC (or other centers’) governance structure(s) to change.

CONSIDERATIONS

Should CVCC move to a Regional Career Technical Center School District,
its governance relationship with BUUSD would cease. In this arrangement,
BUUSD would become a regional member of the regional district, but not
“the” governing district. As such, it’s influence would become shared with
others in the region.

CONSIDERATIONS

An assessment of the BUUSD board’s “bandwidth” deserves to be part of a
prospective governance conversation. BUUSD is in the early phases of its
reorganizing itself in the post-Act 46 era. Every newly merged board across
Vermont has its own challenges; would the BUUSD board have the capacity
to dedicate necessary energy to its preK-12 merger and overseeing an
updated vision with a new and/or renovated CVCC facility?

CONSIDERATIONS

While political interests (including representational concerns) are central to any
governance conversation, fiscal considerations ought also be considered. CVCC
has a tradition of paying various indirect costs to support the high school facilities
and shared costs through a BUUSD local assessment. These expenses incurred by
CVCC are recovered through its tuition rate charged to sending districts. The
FY’21 revenue stream from CVCC to the Barre Unified Union School District is
approximately $561,000. If CVCC were to completely vacate its Ayers Street
operations, the BUUSD would gain square footage (41,000 sq. ft.) formerly used by
CVCC for other district uses, and would concurrently lose these revenues.

CAVEAT

• Federal grants claw backs question should be answered
• Noteworthy is that no “original”Vermont regional center has relocated its operations, so
no precedent has been established.

OPTIONS

Study

No Action

OPTIONS

No Action

Status
Quo

OPTIONS

No
Change

Study

OPTIONS

Study
Study

No Action

WORK OF A PLANNING COMMITTEE

Once established, the planning committee may determine that:

1) No change to the governance structure is needed; or,
2) It may prepare a report in the form of an agreement among the school districts that are
located in the CTE center region

IF STUDY RESULTS IN A REPORT

Takes the form of an agreement among the school districts that are located in the CTE
center region
• Proposed bylaws.
• A plan for transition from the existing governance structure.
• The disposition of the existing CTE center land and facilities.

• How existing collective bargaining agreements and employee contracts will be
addressed.
• Transportation to be provided.

THE REPORT SHALL DESCRIBE

• The makeup of the governing board.
• The term of office of the board members and other officers, how other officers are selected,
and how board members will be replaced when a vacancy occurs.
• The date on which the proposal will be submitted to the voters and whether the votes will be
commingled.
• A process for amending or dissolving the governance structure
• Any other matter which the committee considers pertinent

UPON COMPLETING THE PLAN

• Supply the plan to the Secretary of Education for comment, support and advancement to the State
Board of Education;
• Approval by the State Board of Education;
• An affirmative vote of the region;
• Recognition of the affirmative vote and advancement to the Secretary of State for certification;
• The alternative governance board assumes its duties and cooperates with expiring board on
transitional details;
• Hold required school district meetings;
• Establish an initial budget; and,
• Initiate the process for incurring debt.

THRESHOLD QUESTION

In consideration of CVCC’s re-envisioning
efforts, is it in the interest of CVCC’s service
region to undertake a study to determine
which governance model is preferable?

YOUR QUESTIONS?

